Role of insulin in age-related changes in macronutrient metabolism.
Age is associated with an increase in body fat mass and a decrease of protein mass. As body substrate turnover is under insulin control, defects in insulin secretion and/or action may in part account for these changes. As regards secretion, current evidence suggest that no clear defect in insulin secretion is found in the aged. The wide spectrum of glucose tolerance of the elderly may be associated with different patterns of insulin secretion. Insulin sensitivity to glucose metabolism is more or less normal in the aged, despite subtle delays in the onset of its action. Normalization of the data by either body weight or lean body mass is important in defining the insulin sensitivity of the elderly. Increased rates of free fatty acid (FFA) flux and oxidation rates have been found in healthy elderly subjects, both when post-absorptive and during hyperinsulinemia. These differences however disappeared following normalization by fat mass, suggesting that FFA kinetics reflect the established changes in fat mass. Thus, the mechanism(s) leading to an increase in the fat mass in elderly cannot simply be derived from studies of fat kinetics. The operation of the Randle cycle (ie, inverse relationships between fat and glucose oxidation) in the elderly has also been suggested. Finally, the insulin effects on whole-body amino acid and protein metabolism do not seem to be impaired in the aged. However, in the human muscle a decreased synthesis of contractile as well as mitochondrial proteins was found, in association with decreased specific gene expression. The degree of physical activity probably interacts with these changes, possibly playing a causative role. The possible interaction between insulin and exercise in the maintenance of muscle mass in the elderly needs to be studied further.